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Instructions: This examination consists of six questions. You must answer the first question and
you must answer four of the remaining five questions (i.e. answer four of the questions
numbered 2-6). Each question answered (five in total) has a weight of 20% in the final
examination score. Please read through the entire examination before making a decision on the
particular set of five questions you actually answer. The examination proctor will review the
content of the exam at the beginning of the time period (9:00 am). He or she will answer general
questions for the entire set of students writing this prelim. You have until 1:15 pm to complete
the exam. Good Luck!

You Must Answer this Question

Answer four of the following five questions
2.

Consider the following the graph that generates variables on Coke Sales at a supermarket
as a function of Coke Price, Pepsi Price, Consumer Income and an Unobserved Latent
Variable called Consumer Preferences. [Note: Coke and Pepsi refer to names of soft
drinks (non-alcoholic beverages); also known as Coca Cola and Pepsi Cola, respectively.]

i. Specify an equation (or set of equations) to find an unbiased and consistent estimate of
how Coke Sales will change due to a change in Pepsi Price (Total not Partial Effect).
Indicate the estimated coefficient or set of coefficients we must focus on to obtain the
intended estimate.
ii. Specify an equation (or set of equations) to find an unbiased and consistent estimate of
how Coke Sales will change due to a change in Coke Price (Total not Partial Effect).
Indicate the estimated coefficient or set of coefficients we must focus on to obtain the
intended estimate.
iii. Consider the cross price elasticity: ξC,P = (∂Qcoke/∂PPepsi )×( PPepsi/Qcoke), where Qcoke
refers to the quantity of Coke sold and PPepsi refers to the Price of Pepsi. How does one
obtain the components to estimate this cross price elasticity? That is specify an estimation
strategy to obtain the components of the elasticity? Indicate the estimated coefficient or
set of coefficients we must focus on to obtain the intended estimate
iv. Suppose that the graph given above is amended such that there is an additional edge
(arrow) running from Consumer Preferences to Pepsi-Price (Consumer Preferences 
Pepsi Price). Marketers of Pepsi see that there is increased awareness and excitement by
consumers about consuming Pepsi. Marketers of Pepsi allow that information to affect
their price setting for Pepsi products. Does this new edge running from Consumer
Preferences to Pepsi-Price change your answer to parts i and ii given above? If so how
does it change your answer in each case i and ii above? Suggest a strategy for finding
unbiased and consistent estimates in each case (i and ii only).

3.

Suppose you want to estimate the effect of climate change on the U.S. agricultural
industry. Consider three different models that could be used to estimate how agricultural
profits would respond to an increase in temperature: (i) an empirical production function
(ii) a hedonic model, and (iii) a fixed effects model.
a. Describe each empirical model in detail. At a minimum, you should answer the
following questions for each model. What are the necessary assumptions? How
would you determine whether those assumptions are plausible? What data would
you need? What concerns would you have about the estimates from each model?
b. Describe an alternative estimation method. Include a detailed description of the
empirical model, assumptions, and data. Explain how this model addresses the
concerns you listed for the models in part (a).

4.

5.

6. An Almost Ideal Demand (AIDS) model of Deaton and Muellbauer (1980) has been
widely used in the applied literature due to its attractive properties and ease of estimation.
The Exam Affine Stone Index (EASI) demand model developed by Lewbel and Pendakur
(2009) provides valuable advantages over AIDS model.
a. Noting that p’w is the definition of the Stone log price index, the EASI class of
cost functions is defined as y equals to an affine transformation of Stone index
deflated log nominal expenditures, x – p’w. The resulting EASI implicit
Marshallian demand functions have six properties. Please, list at least three of
these properties and discuss their similarities and advantages over AIDS.
b. Provide the complete list of properties required for the EASI cost function

to satisfy cost function regularity.
c. The EASI implicit Marshallian budget shares are given by:

where y is a function of observables, x, p, z, and the log Stone index p’w.
Discuss the estimators that can be used to estimate this model.

